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				PAYMENT INTEGRATION FOR SHOP AND ERP
			





				Pay, book, confirm: automatic processes for EPR system and payment
			






If you want to sell efficiently online, you need to process orders and payments automatically. This applies to B2B as well as to B2C.
Payment service providers (PSPs) operate platforms for the fully automated and integrated handling of payment processes. We take care of payment integration in your online store.
The result: your customers can pay the way you want them to. Many studies have shown that a wide range of different payment methods reduces the number of abandoned purchases and generates more revenue for the retailer.
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				Let your customers pay as they like!
			

If you want to sell efficiently online, you need to process orders and payments automatically. This applies to B2B as well as to B2C.
Payment service providers (PSPs) operate platforms for the fully automated and integrated handling of payment processes. We take care of payment integration in your online store.
The result: your customers can pay the way you want them to. Many studies have shown that a wide range of different payment methods reduces the number of abandoned purchases and generates more revenue for the retailer.
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				The PROCLANE PSP Integration Platform
			

Instead of integrating each payment method individually into your online store, you can use a PSP as an interface. The service provider has contracts with the individual online payment services and therefore acts between you as a merchant and the various providers of the payment methods. A payment service provider can therefore make the work of store operators immensely easier by simply integrating its software interface into their online store.
PROCLANE's PSP integration platform is a cloud-based platform. It provides ready-made interfaces to well-known payment service providers (PSP) and a variety of payment methods. You can dock to this platform directly from your SAP® or other ERP system. Many processes, for example for credit card payments, are available as standard. Your individual connection can be realized with comparably little effort.

 Payment default secured
The payment service provider covers the risk in the event of a payment default. In this regard, the merchant concludes a payment service contract with the provider. Thereupon, the payment service provider acts as a contractual partner vis-à-vis the customer and takes care of the financial settlement.
Typical payment operations from ERP systems:
Capture: partial/full delivery charge
Reversal: Cancellation
Redebit: new load
Renewal: Renewal of authorisation
Refund: partial or full refund
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				At a glance: The advantages of the PROCLANE PSP integration platform
			






	Standardized and secure payment procedures for your customers

	Automatic processing, also of cancellations or partial deliveries

	Fast and uncomplicated connection to your online shop

	Standardized and SAP-certified integration processes









	Greatest possible flexibility

	Parallel connection of several PSP possible

	Payments can be distributed to several credit cards

	Customer proved solution
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Any questions? Please feel free to contact us: +49 40 226 188 555.
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PROCLANE Integration GmbH
 Willy-Brandt-Straße 57
 20457 Hamburg

 +49 40 226 188 555
info(at)proclane.com
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SAP® and SAP NetWeaver® are registered trademarks of SAP SE in Germany and in several other countries.
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